Advanced Concepts & Technologies International, LLC
Advanced Concepts and Technologies International, L.L.C. (ACT I) has been providing solutions for high
profile military programs such as the U.S. Navy and U.S. Air Force's Joint Advanced Strike Technology
(JAST)/Joint Strike Fighter/F‐35, the U.S. Navy's F‐16N Aggressor, and the U.S. Air Force's F‐22 Raptor
since 1998. Our reputation with the U.S. Navy is built on providing specialized and high value solutions
on time and on budget. We are a recognized knowledge company providing trusted expertise and
leadership excellence in support of defense and energy technical and life‐cycle management solutions.
Alion ‐ IPS Corporation
Alion is a technology solutions company delivering technical expertise and operational support to the
Department of Defense, civilian government agencies and commercial customers. Building on almost 70
years of R&D and engineering experience, Alion brings innovation and insight to multiple business areas:
defense operations; modeling & simulation; wireless communication; industrial technology; chemical,
biological, nuclear & environmental sciences; information technology; and naval architecture & marine
engineering.
B3 Solutions, LLC
B3 Solutions delivers innovative services that make government and industry work better. We specialize
in developing on‐target solutions for seemingly intractable issues. Whether it's Acquisition Management
and Contract Administration, Information Technology and Security, Program Management, Supply Chain
Management & Logistics, or Systems Engineering, you can count on us to optimize performance and
deliver results.
BCF Solutions, Inc.
BCF Solutions, Inc. was founded in October 2003 as a Delaware S Corporation and has grown to 265
employees. It is an ISO 9001:2008 certified Small Business with six Divisions. Core capabilities include:
Acquisition & Program Management; Financial Management; Budget Formulation and Execution; Earned
Value Management; Cost Estimating; Facility Management; Project Controls; Security Engineering; and
Electronic Systems Integration.
CACI CMS Information Systems, Inc.
CACI supports our customers by providing Command, Control, Communications, and Computers (C4)
solutions that ensure critical information gets quickly into the hands of those who need it most. We
offer broad‐based communications capabilities for soldier systems, mobile platforms, fixed facilities, and
the enterprise, aiding users in collaboratively planning, fusing information, and making essential
decisions.
Cyberspace Solutions ‐ CACI offers solutions and services to protect and defend critical information
assets, as well as offensive capabilities to support national security. We provide mission assurance to
our clients anywhere, anytime, and under any circumstance. Our services include preparation,
detection, prevention, reaction, and response to a full range of cyber threats.
Enterprise IT Solutions ‐ CACI supports customers in the design, implementation, management, and
upgrade of enterprise IT infrastructure. We provide tailored end‐to‐end services that deliver measurable
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benefits, including greater efficiency and reduced costs and complexity. Offerings include data center
design and management, cloud computing, virtualization, application development and hosting,
mobility, and advanced service desk management.
Geospatial Solutions ‐ Using cutting‐edge methodologies, CACI enables our customers to analyze and
understand a range of situations, including natural disasters, military actions, economic trends, and
more. We support the full lifecycle of the collection, processing, exploitation, analysis, and
dissemination of geospatial information relating to defense, intelligence, homeland security, and
commercial applications.
CGI FEDERAL, Inc.
CGI Federal, Inc (CGI) is a premier systems integrator providing information technology and professional
services to the U.S. Federal Government using proven CMMI Level 3 processes and ISO 9001:2000
certifications. As a result of our long‐standing support to the Department of Defense, CGI was awarded
the 2005 Mid‐Sized Government Contractor of the Year by the Washington Technology Magazine and
Northern Virginia Technology Council. This award recognizes a company’s financial and operational
accomplishments, along with its contributions to employees, the government contracting industry, and
the U.S. Government. All our major contracts have been re‐competed and retained at least once, and
new customers and services have been added each year. Since 1989, we have grown by an average of
thirty‐three percent each year, with nearly eighty percent of historical growth attributable to repeat
business from satisfied customers.
CGI Federal’s Systems Integration (SI) portfolio of services is comprised of five functional service areas,
each customizable to meet unique user needs. The five areas are Systems Engineering, Enterprise
Integration, Operational Logistics, Business Operations Outsourcing, and Advanced Engineering and
Technology. This full‐spectrum approach to systems integration services provides our customers with
access to targeted solutions and subject matter expertise that supports any stage of program, product, or
business lifecycle. By combining expert technical knowledge and proven processes with intelligent
application of emergent technologies, we help our customers meet critical goals and milestones on time
and within budget to achieve key operational objectives.
CRL Technologies, Inc.
CRL Technologies is a small, professionally Hispanic American owned business providing high‐quality,
cost‐effective services and solutions to our customers. CRL delivers a high level of performance and
strives to exceed customer expectations by providing qualified and experienced employees who develop
tailored solutions. CRL provides valuable resources, services and solutions to our government and
commercial customers. We offer a unique blend of civil service acquisition expertise, operational
experience, and business knowledge which enables the acquisition and engineering communities to
deliver critical capabilities to our Department of Defense (DoD) customers. CRL currently employs
dedicated and skilled professionals nationwide.
Dulos Incorporated
Dulos is a women‐owned small business dedicated to supporting resource management (including cost
estimating and economic analysis); strategic business planning; proposal development and support;
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environmental issues related to military training and sustainable ranges; and nuclear, chemical, and
biological weapons analysis.
General Dynamics Information Tech., Inc.
As a trusted systems integrator for more than 50 years, General Dynamics Information Technology
provides information technology (IT), systems engineering, professional services and simulation and
training to customers in the defense, federal civilian government, health, homeland security,
intelligence, state and local government and commercial sectors. With approximately 21,000
professionals worldwide, the company delivers IT enterprise solutions, manages large‐scale, mission‐
critical IT programs and provides mission support services. Headquartered in Fairfax, Va., General
Dynamics Information Technology has major offices worldwide.
Integrated Data Services, Inc.
IDS specializes in the custom development and integration of Information technology solutions for
enterprise‐level customers throughout the DoD. From design through deployment, IDS solutions enable
customers to leverage their existing IT infrastructure and connect their business strategies to provide
lasting value by improving performance, reducing costs, enhancing flexibility, and minimizing risk.
Orqid Consulting
ORQID Consulting & Associates, Inc. is a privately owned company, established in 2003 by a team of
experienced program and financial analysts / experts, and former military specialists.
We are a global leader in customer value by providing the best trained subject matter experts with the
most up‐to‐date specialty skills, and superior hands‐on service for end users based on innovative
technology, continuous improvement, and field tested and proven experience at extremely competitive
pricing.
Peerless Technologies Corporation
Peerless is a nationally recognized, award‐winning, and reputable business serving federal government
clients at multiple locations nationwide. Peerless provides quality services backed by our ISO 9001:2008
certified Quality Management System and Software Engineering Institute (SEI) Capability Maturity
Model Integrated (CMMI) Level 3 assessed software and systems engineering processes. Our DOD, DHS,
DOE, and EPA customers take advantage of our services offered from our core competencies of Systems
Engineering; Program and Financial Management; Information Technology; Cyber Defense; Medical and
Human Performance; Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance; Training and Training Systems; and
Research and Development, Test and Evaluation.
Southeastern Computer Consultants, Inc.
SCCI provides Systems Engineering, Configuration Management, Information Assurance, Information
Management Systems, Software Engineering, Logistics, and Training Services in support of complex,
software intensive military systems.
TASC, Inc.
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TASC is renowned for program management capability, both on specific projects and on large indefinite
delivery, indefinite quantity (IDIQ)–type contract vehicles. We currently manage IDIQ programs for the
Marine Corps and the Air Force and we have extensive experience managing large teams that we can
apply. We routinely execute contracts with more than 100 personnel and more than 10 teammates;
some of our contracts employ more than 500 staff. Headquarters is in Chantilly, Virginia, with offices
nationwide.
Technomics, Inc.
Technomics is a growing, employee‐owned consulting firm that specializes in the exciting and
challenging field of weapon system cost analysis. Our talented analysts pride themselves in shaping
future Department of Defense budgets for the nation’s most critical and technologically advanced
weapon system programs. Our clients are senior Government decision makers who trust our answers
and respect our candor. Our analysts and clients understand that unrealistic cost estimates lead to cost
growth, schedule slippage and, in the worst case, program cancellation. Technomics is committed to
providing unbiased analysis and advice that mitigates the risk of these unacceptable outcomes.
TTL Associates, Inc.
Established in 1927 as Toledo Testing Laboratory, TTL Associates, Inc. is a full‐service environmental,
testing, and geotechnical engineering firm, serving private and public entities throughout the United
States as well as providing construction management services for the federal government. Established
under the leadership of Thomas R. Uhler, P.E., President, P.E., TTL Associates is a Verified Service
Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. TTL Associates has a
staff of 110, including many U.S. Veterans. The firm has earned multiple national awards and serves
clients from their headquarters in Toledo and offices throughout Ohio, Illinois, Michigan and
Washington D.C.
VSE Corporation
VSE is a broadly diversified company focused on creating, sustaining, and improving the systems,
equipment, and processes of government through core competencies in legacy systems sustainment,
obsolescence management, prototyping, reverse engineering, technology insertion, supply chain
management, foreign military sales, management consulting, and process improvement. Our expanded
mission now includes providing innovative services and technologies to help our customers succeed in
the engineering, energy, environment, information technology, and defense services markets.
Waltonen Engineering, Inc.
Founded in 1957, Waltonen is a leader in engineering and design services. Waltonen is an ISO 9001
certified company with extensive experience in product design, manufacturing, quality, engineering, test
systems, and program management with various government and commercial customers. Waltonen has
firsthand experience with different and non‐traditional approaches, allowing us to maintain our market
leadership with a multi‐industry customer base. We support the defense, automotive, aerospace,
transportation, heavy equipment, medical device, and consumer goods markets. Our designers and
engineers are cross‐trained in house on multiple CAD software packages so that they can easily work on
different programs, and our IT specialists are experienced in all forms of hardware and software.
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Whitney, Bradley and Brown, Inc.
For over 30 years, WBB, formerly known as Whitney Bradley & Brown, Inc. professionals have helped
hundreds of clients successfully manage their most complex mission‐critical business problems. By
working closely with our clients, we’re able to deliver sustainable, measurable results. WBB has become
a trusted partner in the areas of Transformative Change, Enterprise Planning and Execution, and Mission
Performance Optimization. Our focus is on providing the information our clients need to make an
informed decision and take appropriate action.
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